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Abstract—Based on the currently developing trend of so called Massive 
Open Online Courses it is obvious that learning videos are more in use nowa-
days. This is some kind of comeback because due to the maxim “TV is easy, 
book is hard” [1][2] videos were used rarely for teaching. A further reason for 
this rare usage is that it is widely known that a key factor for human learning is 
a mechanism called selective attention [3][4]. This suggests that managing this 
attention is from high importance. Such a management could be achieved by 
providing different forms of interaction and communication in all directions. It 
has been shown that interaction and communication is crucial for the learning 
process [6]. Because of these remarks this research study introduces an algo-
rithm which schedules interactions in learning videos and live broadcastings. 
The algorithm is implemented by a web application and it is based on the con-
cept of a state machine. Finally, the evaluation of the algorithm points out that it 
is generally working after the improvement of some drawbacks regarding the 
distribution of interactions in the video. 

Keywords—Planning, interactivity, learning videos, algorithm, states 

1 Introduction 

Due to the lately evolved trend of so called MOOCs (short for Massive Open 
Online Courses) learning videos are currently giving some kind of comeback [1]. This 
means that videos were considered ineffective for learning purposes. Such a statement 
was motivated by the commonly accepted maxim “TV is easy and book is hard” [2]. 
Based on this maxim it is possible to conclude that it is crucial for the learning suc-
cess that a managed attention of the students is achieved. 

Furthermore, students are confronted with a growing number of texts, colors, 
shapes and figures. Most of them is filtered out centrally by a mechanism known as 
selective attention [3][4]. This system is considered as a major influencing factor of 
human learning because it enhances both, behavioral and neuronal performance [5]. 
As a consequence it seems to be obvious that managing this attention is from high 
importance. 
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In addition, this importance is pointed out by Carr-Chellman and Duchastel [6] 
with the observation that interaction and communication are key factors for students’ 
attention. The interaction and the communication should happen in many different 
forms and in any directions. On the one hand this means that in addition to face-to-
face communication there should be other means like e-mail, forums, chatrooms or 
something similar. On the other hand the communication should not only happen from 
the teacher to the students and vice versa, it should also be possible for the students to 
interact with the content itself. 

The application of interactive components to learning videos also provides differ-
ent possibilities of learning analytics to both, the teachers and researchers [7]. This 
means that interactions could be used to evaluate the understanding of the students. In 
addition the behavior of the students could be analyzed by evaluating general proper-
ties like the position of the interaction in the video or the reaction times to the interac-
tions. 

Based on the presented statements and studies regarding the benefits of interactivi-
ty for the attention of the students and therefore their increased learning success, it 
seems to be obvious to apply some kind of interactivity to learning videos. This is 
supported by the possibilities of learning analytics with benefits for teachers and re-
searchers. For that a web application is developed which was first introduced by Eb-
ner et al. [8]. Based on this platform some studies were performed. These studies 
pointed out that the timing of the interactions in the video is important (see Section 2). 
Because of that this research study introduces a scheduling algorithm for interactions 
in videos and evaluates its functionalities. Shortly the investigated research question 
is: “How to place different forms of interactivity in videos in automatic and planned 
ways?” 

As mentioned above some related work is shown at first by presenting several stud-
ies about the developed web application. Furthermore, some studies evaluating other 
web applications for interactive videos are shown. After that the methodologies are 
explained by Section 3 and this is followed by a detailed description of the developed 
algorithm (see Section 4). The section named Evaluation shows the performance of 
the algorithm at several usages at lectures at Graz University of Technology and after 
that its capabilities are discussed (see Sections 5 and 6). Finally, an outlook is given 
and the outcomes of the research work are summed up. 

2 Related Work 

As mentioned above a web application is developed which implements the algo-
rithm presented by this work. This web application was evaluated by several studies. 

One study tries to find a basic recommendation of how to place interactions in 
learning videos so that the success rates of the results to the questions asked by the 
interactions are maximized [9]. For that the web application was used at a large lec-
ture at Graz University of Technology to present the recordings of the classroom ses-
sions to the students. The evaluation was done by asking subjective questions to stu-
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dents and by analyzing the reaction times to the interactions as well as the results of 
the questions. Based on that some recommendations were formed [9]: 

• “The maximum number of interactions per hour is ten.” 
• “Content related questions are important for the satisfaction of the students.” 
• “General questions are useful to support the attention between content related ques-

tions.” 
• “The space between content related questions should not be too small (at least three 

minutes).” 

In addition to these recommendations the mentioned study states some hypotheses 
about the placement of the interactions in the video. Some of these hypotheses were 
further evaluated by another study [10]. The first hypothesis claims that at the begin-
ning of a video, questions are more likely to be answered wrong. This claim was con-
firmed by this follow up study. In contrast to this a second hypothesis was not proven 
to be correct. It claims that the interval lengths between the interactions have a corre-
lation to the correctness. It was observed by the first study [9] using longer videos that 
the correctness rate is decreasing if the questions are placed too tight. As mentioned 
this was not confirmed by the later study [10] using shorter videos. 

Because this study took place at a school it was possible to compare the results of 
the class which used the interactive videos with a class taught in conventional manner 
[10]. By the comparison of the results of the classes it was possible to evaluate the 
long-term learning success. It was measured that the first class achieved remarkably 
better results than the second. 

The web application also implements an attention-profiling algorithm first intro-
duced by Wachtler and Ebner [11]. This algorithm provides the possibility to fully 
track the watched parts of the video for each student and furthermore it computes an 
attention-level which indicates how attentive each watching student was by evaluating 
the reaction times to the interactions. The mentioned interactions are scheduled by the 
algorithm presented by this present work. 

A further study used this attention-profiling algorithm to monitor the attendance of 
students at videos and compared this approach with methods used in a classroom [12]. 
For a better accuracy of the attendance monitoring the results of some questions pre-
sented by interactions during the video were part of the monitoring. It was pointed out 
that this possibility of monitoring the attendance at videos delivers the same accuracy 
as different methods used in standard classroom situations. 

Another possible usage for interactive components in videos is assessment. This 
scenario was addressed by a study performed at a large lecture at Graz University of 
Technology [13]. For that exam questions were presented to students during the vid-
eo. It was communicated to the students that these questions will be part of the final 
grade and because of that students worked more concentrated and received a better 
grade point average than before using the interactive videos. Furthermore, it was ob-
served that the required time for the teacher to evaluate the performance of students 
has been optimized by using an approach with interactive videos. 

In contrast to these studies using the developed web application which implements 
the algorithm introduced by this work, the benefits of interactive videos were also 
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pointed out by several other research studies. One of these studies [14] compared the 
usage of interactive videos with non-interactive videos for the purpose of learning. 
For that a group of 36 students from the University of Offenburg were required to 
learn how to tie four nautical knots by watching videos. None of the students had any 
previous knowledge on the subject. The students were divided in two groups, one with 
interactive videos and one without interactivity. They were permitted to watch the 
videos as often as they needed to learn to tie the knots. To measure the benefits of the 
interactivity the required time to learn was recorded. It was pointed out that the group 
with the interactive videos required significantly less time than the group with the 
non-interactive ones. The differences between the required learning time of the two 
groups ranges from 66% to 95% of additional time for videos without interactivity. 
Furthermore, it was pointed out that the offered methods of interactivity were used 
heavily by all students.  

A different study [15] evaluated the usage of in-video quizzes at a Machine-
Learning course on Coursera. This course consists of 113 videos with a total length of 
19.5 hours. In summary the videos were enriched with 109 in-video quizzes. Out of 
the 96,195 registered users 41,643 watched at least one video till its end. The study 
pointed out that 74% of the users who got to see a quiz tried to answer it. A common 
behavior of the watchers is that they seek forward to the quizzes and after seeing the 
question they tend to seek backward before answering it. A likely explanation is that 
the students try to find the content which is required to answer the questions. In the 
most extreme circumstances students simply jump from quiz to quiz. The correctness 
rate of the quizzes is quite high because 76% of the students provided a correct an-
swer at the first attempt. Furthermore, it was observed that the drop-out rate is lower 
at the videos with quizzes in comparison to the ones without.  

To address the mentioned forward and backward seeking in the video around the 
quizzes a further study [16] presents an application which implements a video view-
ing approach driven by questions. The application divides the video in segments and 
assigns a question to each segment. Users should navigate through the video by an-
swering the questions. This means that the users are able to skip segments if they are 
able to answer the question before watching it. The answered questions and watched 
segments are forming a timeline of the history of the students’ progress. This history 
enables the students to review the watched content. The application additionally en-
courages the students to rewatch segments which they have not mastered completely. 
To evaluate the application 18 participants were recruited. They were required to 
watch two videos in two different settings. The first video was presented to them 
using the in-video quizzes of Coursera and the second video used the developed ap-
plication. It was concluded that with the developed application students are more 
often answering questions and are also more often reviewing the related video seg-
ments in comparison to the standard in-video quizzes. Furthermore, it was pointed out 
that the students remembered the correct answers to the questions significantly better 
at the question driven video application. 
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3 Methodology 

To develop the algorithm two different methods of (software) development are 
used. The first one is named “Test Driven Development” (TDD) [17] and the second 
one is called “Rapid Prototyping” [19]. These two methods are interwoven because 
the new features created with TDD are brought to the test users very fast according to 
the principles of Rapid Prototyping. 

In general test driven development is based on the strategy that tests for the differ-
ent units of the software are written before the actual source code of it [17]. These 
tests are defining the requirements of the software to develop. So, one might assume 
that this approach is simply a testing strategy. However a more detailed examination 
of the different parts of TDD shows a different picture [18]: 

• Test: This phase consists of writing tests for each unit or part of the software. To 
enable this early writing of tests a clear interface for testing has to be defined. It is 
obvious that the tests are run after the source code of the software is finished. It is 
not necessary that the tests as well as the source code are written by the same per-
son. Furthermore, the execution of the tests is completely independent from writing 
them. 

• Driven: With TDD the whole software development process is driven forward 
because the creation of tests and its implementation in the software leads to the fact 
that only the required parts to pass the tests are implemented. After that a refining 
of both, tests and source code has to happen. It can be seen that all four general 
phases of software development (analysis, design, implementation and testing) are 
covered and supported. 

• Development: TDD alone is no full software development process. It produces 
tests and code. Based on this it helps to loop through the mentioned general phases 
of software development. However it has to be part of a larger process like Rapid 
Prototyping. 

  
Fig. 1. Three steps of the rapid prototyping loop [19][20] 
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Rapid Prototyping means that newly developed features are brought to the testing 
users or even to productive usage very fast and the feedback is used to improve the 
prototype [19][20]. Now the loop can start again. This basic principle can be seen in 
Figure 1. In conjunction with TDD this means that the prototype is created by writing 
tests that cover its general functionalities and based on this the prototype is imple-
mented. After that the users are working with the prototype and with the feedback. 
The tests of TDD are refined and a new iteration of the prototype will keep the loop 
running. 

As mentioned above TDD and Rapid Prototyping are used to develop the algo-
rithm. This means that the requirements of the algorithm are initially defined by the 
unit tests and a prototype is developed according to these tests. This prototype is used 
at lectures at Graz University of Technology and the interactions scheduled by the 
algorithm at these lectures are analyzed. For that the distribution of interactions for 
each student is searched for unwanted effects (see Section 5). 

4 Implementation 

This section presents the developed scheduling algorithm in a very detailed way. 
For a better understanding of its purpose the web application which implements the 
algorithm is presented at first (see Section 4.1). After that an overview of the different 
components (see Section 4.2) is given and this is followed by the explanation of the 
underlying models in Section 4.3. Now the state-machines of the interactions are 
shown (see Section 4.4). This is followed by a description of some helper modules by 
Section 4.5 and finally all parts of the algorithm are combined together (see Section 
4.6). 

4.1 The web application 

As mentioned above the developed algorithm is implemented by a web application 
named LIVE (short for Live Interaction in Virtual learning Environments) [8][21]. 
This web application is implemented in the programming language Python using the 
Django-Web-Framework. It enables the enrichment of videos and live broadcastings 
with different types of interactivity. This means that the videos could be interrupted 
with questions and watching students are also able to invoke some interactions (e.g. 
asking a question to the teacher). In Figure 2 it can be seen how a video is interrupted 
by an interaction presenting a multiple choice question. The purpose of these interac-
tions is the support of the students’ attention. So the interactivity is used to help the 
students to stay attentive during the whole video [9].  

Furthermore, there are a lot of different analysis features for the teacher. For exam-
ple a detailed recording of the joined and watched timespans is available [11][21]. 
With this it is possible to state for each student when she/he watched which part of the 
video (see Figure 3). In addition, a timeline of the watching history (see Figure 4) of 
all students is computed. 
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Fig. 2. A video is interrupted by an interaction. 

  
Fig. 3. The watching history of a student shows a timeline of the video and marks the watched 

parts with red bars. On mouse-over additional details are printed. 

  
Fig. 4. The diagram prints the timeline of the video on the x-axis and the number of watching 

students on the y-axis. The red line represents the number of views along the timeline 
and the green line states the number of different users. The vertical red crosshair could 

be moved along the timeline to show exact values in the “Details” box. 

In summary the main functionalities of LIVE are given by the following list 
[8][10][11][21]: 

• Only available for registered and authenticated users 
• Different methods of interactivity 

─ Automatically asked questions and CAPTCHAs (short for Completely Auto-
mated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) 
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─ Asking questions to the teacher 
─ Asking text-based and multiple-choice questions to the students 
─ Students can set their level of attention 
─ Error reporting to the teacher 
─ Analysis features 

• Evaluations based on an attention-profiling-algorithm 
• Evaluation of the answers of the students to the different questions 

All of the mentioned forms of interactivity are encapsulated in so called "interac-
tion methods" [22]. Each interaction method is completely independent from the other 
interaction methods and provides all functionalities of a single form of interactivity 
(e.g. asking text-based questions to the students). This includes the creation, the show-
ing and the analysis of this single interaction method. From a technical point of view 
such an interaction method is a plugin which implements an API provided by the web 
application. 

Each interaction method is of a given type. This interaction type defines the meth-
od used for scheduling the interactions as well as the primary targeted audience (stu-
dents or teacher). Currently there are four types [22]: 

• Automatic: Interaction methods of this type are called automatically and in a ran-
dom way a given number of times per hour. This means that neither the teacher nor 
the students are required to trigger an interaction. 

• Student Triggered: At this interaction type the student has to start the interaction 
by himself. For that there are control elements at the right hand side of the video. 

• Teacher Triggered: While a live broadcasting is running the teacher could start 
interactions of this type. This is done by using similar control elements. 

• Planned: The interactions of this type are shown at planned positions in the video. 
It seems to be obvious that in this case the teacher has to create and plan the inter-
actions before the video is released. 

4.2 Overview 

The algorithm to schedule interactions in videos consists of several components. In 
Figure 5 these components are shown.  

  
Fig. 5. The components of the algorithm 
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The underlaying part is the data storage which is a relational database represented 
by models. It is responsible for saving all the data required to handle the scheduling of 
the interactions. The models are accessed by the state machines of the interactions 
during the video. This indicates that the state machines control the main functionali-
ties of the algorithm because depending on the state interactions are shown or discard-
ed. To support the state machines there is the interaction planner and the interaction 
loader. The first one creates a plan of interactions for each student at her/his first join-
ing to the video. For that the planner has to access the models. The second supporting 
part is the loader and as indicated by its name it is responsible for showing the interac-
tions to the students when they are scheduled. 

4.3 The models 

All the data of the algorithm is stored by the models in a database. Figure 6 shows 
the used models of the algorithm in a simplified version. As mentioned above the 
interactions are grouped in interaction methods of a given type. This grouping is rep-
resented by the models InteractionMethod and InteractionType. The first one holds 
some metadata of the interaction method and defines whether the video should be 
paused if an interaction occurs by the attribute pause_on. The second is responsible 
for indicating the type of the interaction method. 

 

 
Fig. 6. The models of the algorithm in a simplified version 

An interaction is represented by the base model Interaction. Because an interaction 
could be shown to the students or the teacher there are two sub-models. The first is 
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named Student Interaction and it is used for interactions shown to students and the 
second (Teacher Interaction) represents interactions displayed to the teacher at live 
broadcastings only. For simplifying reasons the following description of the algorithm 
is focused on students at videos. This is done because the basic working principle is 
the same at live broadcastings and for teachers. 

The base model saves the name of the view which actually displays the interaction 
represented by the model. Furthermore, it holds the scheduled starting point of the 
interaction in the form of a relative position in the video. In addition to these values 
the sub-model for interactions shown to students holds the user to which the interac-
tion is shown. In a similar way the sub-model for the teacher interactions saves the 
event of which a teacher is available to receive the interaction. 

If the interaction method is of type 4 (planned interactions) there has to be a mech-
anism to plan the interactions. For that there is the model called Planned Student In-
teraction which is responsible for saving these planned interactions. It saves the name 
of the view which is called to display the interaction and the scheduled time of start in 
a very similar way like the normal interactions. Furthermore, it saves the event to 
which it belongs and the mode (video or live broadcasting) of the event. Because the 
PlannedStudentInteraction is translated to a standard Student Interaction for each 
watching student (see below) there is also a list of these created interactions. 

Every time an interaction is shown to a student or to a teacher a new instance of a 
CallHistory is created. It saves different values of date and time indicating when the 
interaction is shown, answered or simply closed. In detail the different fields are used 
in the following way: 

• Opened_at: Saves the date and time of the creation of the Call History. This is done 
by the interaction planner, by the students or the teacher (see below). 

• Closed_at: Holds the date and time of closing the Call History. This happens when 
the interaction is never displayed. 

• Real_start_relative: position in the video of the displaying of the interaction 
• Real_start_absolute: date and time of the displaying of the interaction 
• Response_relative: position in the video of the user’s response 
• Response_absolute: date and time of the user’s response 

To manipulate these values the offered methods of the Interaction model are used 
and they are mostly delegating to the corresponding methods of the Call History after 
some security checks. The state machine presented by the following section operates 
mainly on these values. 

4.4 The state machine 

As indicated above the state machine operates on the interactions. This means that 
each interaction has a state and based on that state certain actions are performed. Fig-
ure 7 visualizes the states and the transitions. When a student joins a video the first 
time all interactions are created for her/him in the initial state named “open” with a 
new CallHistory. This is done by the interaction planner (see next section). During the 
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video runs the current position is monitored. If the scheduled starting position of the 
interaction is reached the state switches to “pending”. Now there are two possibilities: 
The first one is that the interaction loader (see section below) brings the interaction to 
its displaying queue but the interaction is never displayed and because of that the state 
switches to “closed”. This is the case if there is another interaction currently on dis-
play in its waiting state. The second possibility is that the loader displays the interac-
tion and this leads to a state switch to “waiting”. Now the interaction is waiting for a 
response from the student. In the case of a response the interaction switches to the 
state “done” and in the other case if there is no response it switches to “not_done”. 
Finally, it could happen that the video is watched more often than once and this leads 
again to the interaction planner which is creating a new Call History. This causes a 
reset of the state of all interactions to their initial state “open”. 

  
Fig. 7. The different states of an interaction and its transitions 

As indicated above the state is defined by the values of the members of the current 
Call History. Table 1 shows this relation of each state to these values. It can be seen 
that each state has a different distribution of set (x) fields.  

Table 1.  The model fields are defining the states. 

State opened_at closed_at real_start_ 
relative 

real_start_ 
absolute 

response_ 
relative 

response_ 
absolute 

OPEN x      
PENDING x  x    
WAITING x  x x   
DONE x  x x x x 
NOT_DONE x x x x   
CLOSED x x     
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4.5 Planning and loading interactions 

As mentioned above there are two helper modules for the state machine, namely 
the interaction planner and the interaction loader. The first one is responsible for 
planning the interactions for each student at their first joining to the video. The second 
one displays the interaction to the students and handles the response. 

The interaction planner is responsible for creating a plan of interactions for each 
student on her/his first joining to the video. In general this planning happens by creat-
ing instances of the Student Interaction model. Depending on the type of the interac-
tion method they are created in a different way. 

If the type of the interaction method is “1” (automatic) the interactions of this 
method are created in a random way. For that each interaction method of this type has 
to provide a parameter stating how often its interactions should be displayed per hour. 
With this value a slot length in seconds is computed by dividing the seconds of an 
hour (3600) by the given value of the parameter. Now an interaction is created for 
every slot which fits into the length of the video. In each slot the interaction is placed 
randomly however there is the following restriction. To avoid that interactions are 
placed too fast after each other at the borders of the slots the first as well as the last 
ten percent are not used for the interaction of the slot. 

The interactions of methods of the types “2” (student triggered) and “3” (teacher 
triggered) are not created by the interaction planner. This is the case because these 
interactions are created on an action triggered by the students or by the teacher on the 
fly during the video runs. This creation has to be done by the interaction methods 
themselves. 

Finally, the type “4” (planned) is covered by the interaction planner. As shown 
above there is an instance of Planned Student Interaction for each planned interaction. 
Because these instances are not related to a student the interaction planner creates a 
Student Interaction for each of them and links them to their corresponding Planned 
Student Interaction. These interactions are created by the interaction planner before 
the automatic ones. This is done because the interaction planner tries to leave a space 
(+/- 10% of the slot length) of no other interactivity around each planned interaction. 

A further duty of the interaction planner is to reset the state machine of each inter-
action on re-joining of a student to the video. This means that a new Call History is 
created for the interactions of the re-joining student. 

Below the complete interaction planner is shown in pseudo code. It can be seen 
that the creation of interactions happens only at the first joining of a user. The first 
for-block is responsible for creating the planned interactions and the second one han-
dles the creation of the automatic interactions.  

if users_first_join() { 
 for pi in set(PlannedInteraction) { 
  interaction = create StudentInteraction from pi 
  pi.interactions.add(interaction) 
 } 
 for each interaction_method of type automatic { 
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  slot_length = 3600 / interac-
tion_method.interactions_per_hour 
  slots_per_video = video_length / slot_length  
  for each slot in slots_per_video { 
   do { 
   pos = random(slot.begin + 10% of slot_length,  
    slot.end - 10% of slot_length) 
   } 
   while pos is not around a pi  
   automatic_interaction = StudentInteraction at pos 
  } 
 } 
} 
for each StudentInteraction { 
 create a new CallHistory 
} 

During the video runs the interaction loader monitors the position in the video. It 
reports this position to the state machines of the interactions so that the state machines 
can switch the state. If an interaction switches to the state “pending” the interaction 
loader tries to show the interaction to the student by displaying its callback view. 
Furthermore, the video is paused if the interaction is part of an interaction method 
requesting this pausing. Once the interaction is shown the state switches to “waiting”. 
In the case that another interaction is on display the pending interaction is not shown 
and remains pending until the other interaction is finished. If the interaction is current-
ly displayed and therefore in its waiting state the interaction loader waits for a re-
sponse from the student. If this response finally comes the state machine is informed 
and because of that, it switches to one of its end-states. 

4.6 The algorithm 

Now all parts of the algorithm are combined. In Figure 8 it is shown how the algo-
rithm operates with the different components. At first it can be seen that the teacher 
has to create the interactions which are planned. Strictly this is not part of the algo-
rithm but it is required for better understanding. 

When a student joins a video the algorithm starts with the interaction planner. As 
explained above it creates the interactions with the state machines. For that it inde-
pendently plans the automatic interactions and uses the templates (Planned Student 
Interaction) created by the teacher for the planned interactions. Now the interaction 
loader takes over and feeds the state machines with the current position so that the 
state switches can happen. 
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Fig. 8. The flow of events of the algorithm 

From a users’ point of view the teacher has to create the planned interactions 
through forms offered by the interaction methods. After the teacher has released the 
video to students, they are able to watch it. When they are joining the video for the 
first time, the interaction planner builds the plan of interactions for each student. 
While the students are watching, interactions will be displayed to them. In the case of 
a live broadcasting interactions are also displayed to the teacher. This is handled by 
the interaction loader in both cases. 

5 Evaluation 

According to the described methodology tests are written for the different units or 
parts of the algorithm. If all of the tests are passed successfully the prototype is used 
in a productive environment. With the gathered results and observations from the 
productive usage the tests are refined to match new or adapted requirements. This 
indicates that the correct functionality from a technical point of view is validated by 
the unit tests and the practical aspects are evaluated by analyzing the results of test 
usages as well as by the feedback from the users. 

The algorithm presented by the previous section is explained in its current version. 
The following steps of evaluation are performed on earlier versions and the revisions 
are leading to this current one. 

5.1 Setting 

The created prototypes were used at different lectures and projects at Graz Univer-
sity of Technology. This included the presentation of recordings of lectures held in 
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classrooms to the students as well as common learning videos. In summary 950 
watching students and 93 videos were part of the evaluation. In combination this led 
to a total number of 7531 different distributions of interactions. To evaluate the distri-
bution of the interactions the following values of the interactions were recorded and 
analyzed for each student: 

• Date and time 
• Position in the video 
• Timespan since last interaction 

5.2 Automatic and random interactions 

With the recorded values for each distribution of interactions it is possible to count 
the number of distributions with unwanted effects. These unwanted effects are mostly 
defined by feedback of students and could be summarized to the following constrains:  

• The interval between interactions should be 10% of the video length or higher.  
• However, the same interval should not be longer than 35% of the video length. 

To fulfill these constrains it took three iterations of the Rapid Prototyping loop. Af-
ter each productive usage of the algorithm the distributions of interactions were 
searched for these unwanted effects. The results could be seen in Table 2.  

Table 2.  The results of the analysis of the distributions of interactions. 

 Number of  
distributions 

Interval length < 10%  
of video length 

Interval length > 35%  
of video length 

Version 1 2167 520 (23.99%) 628 (28.98%) 
Version 2 3514 457 (13.01%) 492 (14.00%) 
Version 3 1850 0 0 

 
In the first version of the interaction planner, the scheduling of the automatic and 

random interactions (type 1) was implemented without the explained slots. The inter-
actions were randomly distributed through the length of the video without any re-
strictions. This requirement was fully covered by the unit tests and after the passed 
successfully the algorithm was used in a productive environment.  

It was observed that with the completely random approach an uneven distribution 
of interactions could occur [9]. This means that in 29% of the distributions longer 
phases of no interactivity happened. Furthermore, it is clear that the same effect lead 
to an agglomeration of interactions in 24% of the cases. These results gathered by 
analyzing the recorded data were also reported by the watching students. Most of 
them claimed that an even distribution of interactions through the video is favored. 
These claims led to the creation of the constrains mentioned above. 

Because of that the requirements were refined. With these new requirements the 
slot mechanism presented above was introduced. Again the prototype was used at a 
lecture and the distribution of the interactions was analyzed. Now a much better dis-
tribution was observed but in 13% of the cases the interactions were placed too nar-
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row. It seems to be obvious that this could happen at the borders of the slots. If in one 
slot the interaction was placed very near to the end of the slot and at the proceeding 
slot at the beginning. The same effect led to longer phases of no interactivity in 14% 
of the cases. This led again to a refinement of the requirements and the tests which 
were used to develop the current version of the algorithm. Now the constrains are 
fulfilled by all distributions. Figure 9 visualizes the differences of the three versions 
by showing three example distributions of interactions. The points are representing 
the interactions. It can be seen that with each version the distribution becomes more 
even. 

 
Fig. 9. The different versions of the algorithm schedule the interactions differently. 

5.3 Planned nteractions 

The first version of the interaction planner created the random interactions before 
the planned ones. However the usage at a lecture pointed out that it could happen that 
random interactions are occurring at the same time or very close to planned interac-
tions. Because of that the unit tests were refined. This lead to a change of order and 
now the planned interactions are created at first. This enables the interaction planner 
not to place a random interaction too close to a planned interaction. 

6 Discussion 

As stated above the main drawbacks of the earlier versions of the algorithm are re-
lated to the distribution of the interactions along the timeline of the video. It has been 
shown that with an uncontrolled random distribution it could happen for some stu-
dents that the interactions are placed to dense. As a consequence this leads to longer 
phases of no interactivity. This behavior is not appreciated because of two reasons. At 
first the goal of interactive components is the support of the attention of the students 
while watching a video. As shown by other studies [9][10] a regular occurrence of 
interactions is important. The second reason is the feedback of the students [9]. They 
are also more satisfied with an even and regular distribution of interactions. These 
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mentioned reasons were confirmed by using the algorithm at lectures to show the 
recordings of the lecture held in class. This means that these recordings are of a con-
siderable length (one hour or more). In comparison to that the usage of the algorithm 
for shorter videos (10 to 20 minutes) points out that the distribution is not directly 
related to the success rate of the students [10]. A reason for the discovered differences 
regarding the distribution of interactions in videos of different lengths might be that in 
shorter videos the frequency of interactions is typically higher and because of that a 
more dense setting of interactive components is more accepted. It can be seen that the 
remarks about the connection between the distribution of the interactive components 
and the success rate of the students were gathered in the context of different studies. 
For that the possibilities of learning analytics provided by the application of the inter-
actions to videos were used [7].  

7 Outlook 

The discovered discrepancy between the longer and shorter videos regarding the 
distribution of interactions implies that further research is required. It is planned that 
recordings of lectures should be presented to students in different ways. Each record-
ing should be presented to one group of students in its complete and therefore long 
version. A second group should watch the recording in smaller parts. The distribution 
of interactions in the videos of the two groups should be the same. With that it should 
be possible to gain further insight in the relevance of the distribution of interactions at 
videos of different lengths.  

8 Conclusion 

With this work an algorithm to schedule interactive components in learning videos 
as well as live broadcastings is introduced. The application of interactivity to videos 
seems to be important because videos were not well accepted for learning purposes 
[2]. However, learning videos are more in use today [1] due to the increased offering 
of MOOCs. To support the attention of the watching students providing interactive 
components in different forms is a widely accepted tool [6].  

To address this issue a web application first introduced by Ebner et al. [8] is devel-
oped. This web application adds different methods of interactions to videos and live 
broadcastings. For that the scheduling algorithm presented by this work is used. This 
algorithm consists of several parts which are explained by Section 4. The basic prin-
ciple of the algorithm is a state machine for each individual interaction. Depending on 
its state an interaction is handled differently. This means that such an interaction 
could be waiting to be displayed, it could be currently visible or it could be already 
finished.  

The algorithm is developed and evaluated using the mechanisms of “Test Driven 
Development” and “Rapid Prototyping”. This indicates that TDD is used to define the 
requirements and to validate the correct implementation of these requirements. To 
evaluate the requirements a prototype which is passing the unit tests of TDD is used in 
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a productive environment. With the experiences and gathered results of the productive 
usage the requirements are refined and the circle starts again. The evaluation of the 
algorithm according to this explained principle pointed out that after some iterations 
the scheduling produces satisfying distributions of the interactions. With a working 
algorithm the initial research question (see Section 1) is finally answered.  
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